
World Champion Hannelore Hanover - Another Double / Double 

Hannelore Hanover became the fastest female trotter in history winning in 1.49.2 over 
the Red Mile at Lexington. Her success is no surprise to those who recognize the 
Double / Double pattern in her pedigree. 
 
My earlier post on this pedigree pattern featured another World Champion in Always B 
Micki and an explanation of how the pattern can be identified. 
 
In the case of Hannelore Hanover it is the multiple lines through Speedy Crown, 
combined with duplicated lines through Super Bowl and Arnie Almahurst that create the 
double/double return of sire lines from the dam to the sire Swan For All. 
 
Hannelore Hanover was bred by Hanover Shoe Farms who seem to make a point of 
breeding at least one mare to new stallions in other jurisdictions and have several times 
produced what turned out to be one of the best such as Reverend Hanover by 
Sportswriter and now this great filly by Swan For All. 
 
Swan For All was bred by Dr Paul Spears and Windsong Stable. Now a senior executive 
of Hanover Shoe Farms I'm sure he had a direct say in which mare in the Hanover band 
should be bred to Swan For All. He has, after all, been to Pedigree Camp several times 
and has an appreciation for the "Return to the Sire" breeding strategy and he also bred 
Swan For All. 
 
The dam of Swan For All in closely linebred to Baltic Speed, sire of Valley Victory and a 
grandson of Speedy Crown. Typically such sires will succeed best with mares that have 
Speedy Crown doubled up in their own pedigree and such is the case for High Sobriety 
by Dream Vacation with dams by Valley Victory and Royal Prestige (Speedy Crown) 
maternally. That is a typical case of "Return to the sire the best blood of his dam". The 
double/double occurs when we look at the maternal lines of Andover Hall, sire of Swan 
For All and find Arnie Almahurst (Arndon) and Super Bowl lines which are the other two 
principal lines in High Sobriety whose sire goes to Arndon and whose second dam is by 
a son of Super Bowl. 
 
Hannelore Hanover, for those of you familiar with the x-factor mare Margaret Parrish, is 
a multiple double to that special mare since Dream Vacation's dam is a double Margaret 
Parish as is the second dam of Swan For All. 
 
It is fitting indeed that this special mare was bred by Hanover Shoe Farms, arguably the 
top standardbred nursery in the world, and from a maternal line that extends to Miss 
Bertha Dillon, the foundation mare in their broodmare band when Hanover Shoe Farms 
was founded in the mid 1920's. She produced Miss Bertha Hanover and several full 
sisters that make the maternal family of Medio one of the top maternal families 
worldwide. 

 


